
The Challenge

Is your organization struggling to get the OneContent upgrade completed due to a multitude of projects you

have on your plate? Or are there other issues that have minimized the effectiveness of your

implementation? If you find yourself in this position, ROI can help you with any of these issues and remove

this burden from your staff.

The Right Knowledge

With over 15 years of working with McKesson solutions, we’ve seen nearly every configuration involved in a

project scenario; this enables us to successfully deliver complex technology projects, small and large. Our

objective is to earn the opportunity to be your trusted enterprise technology consulting advisor. Whether

you’re focused on a new implementation or an upgrade of your existing McKesson solution, ROI has the

experience, skills, and resources to assist with all aspects of your project, from project management to go-

live support. We tailor our services to what you need when you need it.

The Right Expertise

McKesson OneContentTM

Upgrade Services

Implementation Services

 Project Management

 Requirements Definition

 Infrastructure Assessment & Design

 System Upgrades & Migrations

 Integration Services

 Workflow Design

 Performance Tuning

 Meaningful Use

 Testing

 Training

 Support

Resources

 Average 15 years healthcare 
industry experience

 Hands on application and 
hospital experience

 Application and technical 
expertise

 RHIA, PMP credentials

 Collaborative relationship with 
McKesson

 US-based

Contact us to learn more
info@roihs.com



Detailed Methodology

With a methodology honed over years of deploying McKesson Enterprise Content Management

solutions, ROI consultants orchestrate the strategic planning, implementation, and support of your

solutions. Our methodology guarantees you the strict standards when leading your project and,

therefore, increases the likelihood of your success.

However, we also recognize that projects in different environments and of different types require

variations of the basic Project Management principles and as such ROI will adapt its methodology to

your needs and the demands of your project: whether you need some guidance in project

management or a more detailed approach in order to implement new software, what matters is that

you get the results you expect.

The Return on Your Investment

ROI Healthcare Solutions, founded in 1999, is a national healthcare IT consulting firm that partners

with its clients by bringing leadership, resources, project management, and proven methodologies to

prepare them to perform at their clinical, financial and operational best. Our focus is to help our clients

effectively integrate technology, people, and processes for optimal adoption, utilization and business

impact. We’re here to help your organization connect and create healthcare information systems that

work.

Contact us today to learn more.
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